
Road safety in Belgium is twenty years behind. Time to catch up and change the 
culture! 
 
An open letter 
 
 
In 2012, there were more than twice as many deaths on Belgium’s roads per inhabitant 
than in Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands, Ireland and the UK. If Belgium were as safe 
as the UK, 450 people would still be alive. Belgium has barely reached the road safety 
levels of the UK in 1993 or Sweden in 1994. Belgium is twenty years behind. 
 
Despite its poor road safety record and all the good examples in neighbouring countries, 
Belgium isn’t even catching up. Belgium ranks 20th among the 28 EU Member States in 
terms of the reduction in road deaths per inhabitant between 2002 and 2012.  
 
It is time for Belgium to catch up and to change its road safety culture! One thing can be 
improved immediately: announcing the location of speed checks. Both commercial and 
publicly funded radio stations announce speed checks and read out the location of speed 
cameras that listeners text to them. Helping listeners to avoid fines fosters a broad 
tolerance for speeding and dangerous driving. 
 
It is completely unacceptable that publicly funded radio stations use taxpayers’ money 
to help people break the law with impunity. Radio stations don’t warn people about 
police action to catch burglars. We therefore call on all radio stations to immediately 
stop announcing speed checks, drink-driving checks and speed cameras. This would be a 
positive step in changing the culture of speeding and excessive road deaths. 
 
The police themselves should also stop announcing the where and when of speed checks 
and drink-driving checks. The current message is absurd: “Watch out! We are going to 
enforce the law for a little while at one place. When we’ve finished, you can go back to 
normal!” This kind of inconsistent approach simply does not work. In a 2010 survey, 2% 
of the respondents in Sweden confessed they had driven under influence in the previous 
month, in Belgium the share was 25%! 
 
If the police and politicians are worried about a lack of public support, they should 
target speed checks and drink-driving checks on dangerous roads and where children, 
pedestrians and cyclists are at risk. To change dangerous behaviour, the risk of getting 
caught has to be higher. In the Netherlands, the risk is four times higher. The successful 
action requesting people to propose locations for speed checks showed a wide public 
support for speed checks. But even such an action every weekend would leave the risk 
of getting caught three times lower than in the Netherlands. Large but sporadic fines are 
perceived as unjust, are rarely paid and do not change behaviour. A system of penalty 
points could also make a huge difference, as experience in other countries has shown. 
The chance of losing your licence is currently too small to have any deterrent effect. 
 
Radio stations, police and politicians: in the name of the hundreds of unnecessary road 
deaths in Belgium, wake up and act! 
 
Signed by: 
 
Parents d'Enfants Victimes de la Route www.pevr.be  
EU Cyclists’ Group www.eucg.eu  
 
  

http://www.pevr.be/
http://www.eucg.eu/
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